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I find the Niche effortless to use, with its quiet running and it being super easy to dial in the
grind. It’s super simple and straightforward to use. We have a huge range of coffees on offer
at Edgcumbes and allowing the customers to taste and sample them allows them to try the
multiple origins on offer. The Niche allows us to grind sample amounts of coffee for their
preferred brewing method, which they can either try in store or take home to try. This is also
very useful for cupping sessions in the roastery!
The Niche is used primarily for our decaf espresso, we set the grind using the dialling ring and
dose our coffee out freshly each time. Once the Niche is used it stays cool, which is very
important for the consistency in extraction of our espresso. This is a feature that I enjoy very
much because I know that if I set it to the same grind it won’t need changing, since the burrs
expand due to heat.
Overall, I love the Niche for keeping up to the increasing customer demand, effortless
cleaning of the burrs and for the easy calibration and dialling in. It does all this while looking
super stylish on the counter!
Pros –
•
Affordable
•
Keeps up with busy demand
•
Easy adjustments and calibration
•
A doddle to clean
•
Allows for accurate dosing, due to no retained grind and very low static
•
Looks stylish, customer talking point
•
Simple on/off switch, with door hinge safety mechanism.
Cons –
•
I found the grinding guides a little wrong on the lid, I tried the Filter Drip section for a
V60 and found that it was a little too fine. This could be my mistake though due to dose
amount? Niche comment – The grind settings are only there for guidance and we
encourage users to find what works best for them. You can adjust the grind dial past the
coarsest setting as there is no maximum.
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